This course is offered in partnership with the Haifa Center for German and European Studies.

CONTENT ANALYSIS
- methodological Seminar for advanced students

The course is dedicated for students of the HCGES having finished their second academic years and preparing for their M.A, Thesis.

The course – five to six compact sessions – starts to introduce in the theory and methodology of the qualitative content analysis as an empirical instrument (a) to decipher texts and document (b) to contextualize the datas and (c) to analyse them.

*It is this necessity to experience the methods and their diverse approaches that the course can take no more than 10 to 12 students.*

The basic reading books for this course are:
David COUZENS HOY; The Critical Circel (Hermeneutical Approache
Kurt MUELLER-VOILMER, The Hermeneutics Reader
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